
beard & mustache 2016



active & creative lifestyle

INSPIRED AND INFLUENCED BY RADICAL SPORTS, MUSIC, CRAFTS, 

IDEAS AND NATURE. Designed FOR THOSE, WHO LOVE TO PUSH THE 

LIMITS, VALUE FREEDOM and strive for perfection.

All our products are handmade from 100% natural, 

certified and synthetic free ingredients!



JURE POCKAJ
OPERA SINGER SOLOIST

SELECTION
URBAN

Urban Selection is our finest premium evening 
blend! We've added a few extra touches to our 
milder URBAN beard oil to expose your manliness 
and boost your confidence.

TheThe selected blend creates a special, warm and 
radically potent manly character that blends 
perfectly with a fine vintage of wine, cognac, 
whiskey or a bottle of an old special ale!



OLIVER CEPEK
JESTERHEAD

URBAN
For all those casual moments your beard needs 
to look tidy, but still maintain that genuine “urban 
hunter” character.

We’ve blended 100% natural and highest quality 
jojoba, sweet almond and castor oils to give your 
beard a shiny and healthy look and highlight that 
radical urban character.

TheThe unique and smooth blend of Urban beard oil 
will keep your beard soft and regenerate and 
moisturize the skin underneath.



HACK

BEARD OIL RANGE

This is our tribute to all the geeks, developers, 
designers and hackers, the rock stars of the new 
era. 

WWe did some radical hacks ourselves and have 
developed our smartest formula from 100% natural 
and highest quality jojoba, sweet almond, castor 
and hazelnut oils that will keep your smart, geeky 
beard soft and ready for that important meeting in 
the morning. 

TheThe perfect blend of fruity and woody scents will 
keep you creative, focused and productive.

CREATIVE

CRAFT

Workers unite! We've designed this special blend 
for all you craftsmen, laborers and union members 
that like to get your hands dirty and look good and 
tidy doing it. 

ThiThis blend of 100% natural and highest quality 
jojoba, argan, sweet almond, hazelnut and castor 
oils will protect your beard against dust, fillings, 
sparks and other filth while keeping it moisturized, 
soft and shiny.

The fresh and woody character will keep you 
focused, creative and determined!



MOVE
The coolest, crispiest and edgiest beard oil blend 
in our collection. Specially designed to withstand 
extreme and “unpleasant” conditions like soft 
powder, hot tropical sun, salty ocean water and 
smelly mud.

WitWith this in mind we've blended 100% natural and 
highest quality jojoba, argan, sweet almond and 
castor oils to virtually impregnate and moisturize 
your beard and protect your skin from frost bites, 
sunburns and sand scratches.

MURH

beard oil range



WHEN
NOTHING
ELSE
MATTERS

MOVE EXTREME

Our sickest and most heavy duty blend designed 
for the biggest and most extreme sport enthusiasts 
and adrenaline junkies. So if you're thinking deep 
powder, boiling sea, muddy trails and hurricane 
winds, this is your best bet!

WWe’ve enhanced and upgraded our MOVE beard 
oil formula to help protect your beard and skin from 
dust, cold, sun, salt and other "unpleasant" things.



DENIS JANCIC
DRUMMERRIFF

Riff is the meanest, heaviest and most badass 
blend in our collection. Whether you are rocking it 
hard up on the stage or getting mental down in the 
pit, your beard is now safe from you and your 
buddies sweat and spilled drinks.

IIt wasn’t easy but we’ve managed to come up with 
a blend of 100% natural and highest quality jojoba, 
sweet almond, hazelnut and castor oils to protect 
your punk rock beard and keep it all soft and shiny 
while also regenerating your skin for the next 
morning.



ZERO
| fragrance free

Because sometimes less is more.

BORKNAGAR
cutom/limited edition collab

Celebrating and honoring Borknagar’s 10th studio 
release Winter Thrice with the release of this 
awesome collab - the limited edition Borknagar 
beard oil.

COLLABS

TTogeteher we can achieve more. COLLABS is our 
way to cooperate and work with people, artists, 
athletes and brands that share the same 
philosophy, vision, mindset, influences and atitude 
in order to create unique and even more awesome 
products.



mustache wax RANGE BY FILIP FLISAR

FOUR CROSS



EXTRA HOLD & HEAVY DUTY MUSTACHE WAX

FILIP FLISAR
Ski Cross world champion, X-games silver medalist and two times 

Olympian

IP66
Inspired by industrial IP protection standards, IP66 
mustache wax is the strongest, most extreme and 
heavy duty wax designed to protect the mustache 
against water, snow, dust and dirt while keeping 
it perfectly shaped for hours! 

IP66IP66 wax is the ultimate tool for skiers, boarders, 
surfers, bikers, plumbers, party animals and other 
adventurers.

IP66 is an extra hold and 100% natural mustache 
wax made from the finest and highest quality white 
beeswax, lanolin and vanilla fragrance.



CAMBER

The most versatile all-rounder wax perfect for those 
special occasions and weekends, when you need 
to look nothing less then perfect. 

Inspired by racing ski technology, camber 
mustache wax provides stiffness and precision, 
which makes it perfect for shaping and sustaining 
your handle bar shaped mustaches.

CCamber is a medium hold but still fairly strong 
100% natural mustache wax made from the finest 
and highest quality white beeswax, lanolin and 
vanilla fragrance!

Rocker is the lightest and softest Four cross 
member. Unlike the IP66 and Camber waxes, 
Rocker is really more of a balm, not intended so 
much for shaping, but rather forming and nurturing 
your mustache and giving it that healthy natural 
style look.

RRocker is a light hold and 100% natural mustache 
balm made from the finest and highest quality white 
beeswax, shea butter, lanolin and vanilla fragrance.

ROCKER

URBAN
MULTI-TOOL

FINE PITCH MUSTACHE COMB

LANYARD HOLE

10 mm wrench & bottle opener

Whether you need to comb your stache, open a 
bottle of beer or tighten a nut, this unique urban 
multi tool all made of high quality 2 mm 100% 
stainless steel is your new favorite tool for traveling, 
outdoor activities and/or pub tours!

Clip it to your belt, backpack straps or simply put 
it in your pocket and you are ready to go!

SpecsSpecs: 6,6 cm x 2,3 cm x 0,2 cm | 170 g



IMPRINT

ZENDESIGN d.o.o. | Trzaska cesta 23, SI-2000 Maribor, EU
RÆDICAL is a ZENDESIGN d.o.o. trademark

All rights reserved © RÆDICAL 2016 
All data subject to change

FEATURED

FiliFilip Flisar (athlete, ski cross world champion, X-games silver medalist 
and two times Olympian) | Jure Pockaj (opera singer) | Denis Jancic 
(drummer @ Dweal & Krokar project) | Oliver Cepek (In Flames 
Jesterhead) | Murh (the machine)

PRODUCT/LIFESTYLE PHOTOS

Bojan Atanaskovic | http://fotografistradicijo.com/

DESIGN

ZENDESIGN d.o.o.ZENDESIGN d.o.o.

Please visit our website to learn more about our brand, values and our 
range of products!

RAEDICAL.COM
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